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Began, as a Coffee-break activity:
- justifying some databases - Library acquired
- road-testing the Solent Method of Critical Thinking
- exploring Digital Research skills - breaking out of the `Google bubble’
- choosing a sector / theme where I was naive - but readers were `expert’
Oxford English Dictionary
- http://public.oed.com/about/frequently-asked-questions/ -
OED strives to be an historical dictionary – offering the evolution of terms and usages, as well as 
the definition 
OED: http://public.oed.com/the-oed-today/rewriting-the-oed/collecting-the-evidence/







OED Appeals: Meanderings of Memory appeal goes viral
- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fJ4pPiybNnA –
- http://public.oed.com/appeals/meanderings-of-memory/ -
OED Appeals - Meanderings of Memory: http://public.oed.com/appeals/meanderings-of-memory/
Expected Pareto
- did not expect ….
- http://ssudl.solent.ac.uk/2963/ -
- http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-26277732 -
Australians Seem To Get Balance Of 
Collaboration / Exchanging / Informing Right
- http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/103416221?searchTerm=zeppelin%20sausage%20mash&searchLimits=sortby=dateAsc%E2%80%9D -
Blending Collaboration / Exchanging / Informing
Plural of Octopus ?
- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wFyY2mK8pxk -
Many Thanks
